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Pioneer artificial Ming and Qing Chen Taijiquan Chen Ting war, so far, more than 300 years of
history, starting from Chen Ting, Chen Taijiquan contact chenjiagou era, this set of boxing by a
descendant of Chen Taijiquan Di Zheng Lei Zong compose and Cheng, boxing is simple, easy to
learn, easy to remember, is the beginning of learning to master Chen Taijiquan Taijiquan law and
exercise methods shortcut.



Tai Chi 42 Form Handmade TaiChi Kungfu Uniform, TaiChi Kungfu Shoes,High Quality Free
Shipping Pioneer artificial Ming and Qing Chen Taijiquan Chen Ting war, so far, more than 300
years of history, starting from Chen Ting, Chen Taijiquan contact chenjiagou era, this set of
boxing by a descendant of Chen Taijiquan Di Zheng Lei Zong compose and Cheng, boxing is
simple, easy to learn, easy to remember, is the beginning of learning to master Chen Taijiquan
Taijiquan law and exercise methods shortcut. Handmade TaiChi Kungfu Uniform, TaiChi Kungfu
Shoes,High Quality Free Shipping The first part of taijiquan exercise 4 The basis of
taijiquan exercise  4 The shape of the hand 5 Step type  7 Pile
method of practice 15 Combination of practice 23The second part of 42
taijiquan movement diagram 44The first paragraph 44 The potential 
44 Left single whip  51 The handle on the potential 52 The amount of crane
wing 54 Her knees step  54 Leave a body to hammer  57 Le
umbilical potential  59(Progress moving step ) 64(Such as sealing
closed ) 67(Open and close the hand ) 69(The right side ) 71(The bottom
of the elbow hammer ) 73(Turn round and pushing palm ) 76(Herself
through) 79(Around the feet ) 83(Yan hand humerus hammer )
88(Mustang points mane ) 91The third paragraph 97(Cloud hand )
97(Independent study ) 100(Points right foot ) 101(Bimodal penetration
ears) 104(Left foot ) 106(Turned to tap) 109(Progress in plant
hammer ) 111(Inclined to fly type) 111(The single whip the potential)
113(Does) 114(Step backwards through ) 116The fourth stage 117(Virtual
step pressure palm) 117(Independent drag palm ) 118(On the \"ma bu\" or horse
stance just look ) 119(Turn and large stroke ) 121(Take step escape to
play ) 124(The hall of the potential ) 124(Shangbu dipper) 126(Step
backwards across the tiger ) 127(Turn round and put lotus ) 130(A bow shot a
tiger ) 132(Take the left tails) 134(Cross the hand) 138(Collect the
potential ) 139 The first part of taijiquan exercise The basis of taijiquan
exercise Walking, the shape of the hand Taijiquan contains the shape of the
hand, walk a lot. The shape of the hand (1)Boxing, tai chi chuan \"siping boxing\", i.e., material
type natural curl into a fist,(2)Zhang: five fingers spread out, palm inside laogong point slightly
concave into, 3 Hook: \"Round tick\"  Step type Lunges:Bend:Virtual stepThe side Fourth
step: Half a stance: Independent step Take
step:  Pile method of practice  Objective: body, pranayama and adjustable.Content: the four
kinds of pile method, coherent, static pile can stand 1 ~ 2 minutes: regulated can repeat 3-5
times. 1.The promise of pileThe infinite pile (static)Methods: feet together,
knees natural straight, arms natural prolapse stick to side of thigh: body is turn to
keep. 2.Mixed yuan pile (action)Methods: heavy core moves to the right, his left
foot by the heel, the sole of his foot to the left in the transition to tiptoe slowly lift open step, with
his right foot parallel to the shoulder width apart, a tiptoe, excessive feet slowly down to the



heel.Between the center of gravity to move back to feet arms slowly arm and shoulder are the
same as high, the same as wide, palm down, visual ahead. Knee slightly squats, hands fall
slowly to the belly of money at the same time

(Independent study ) 100(Points right foot ) 101(Bimodal penetration ears)
104(Left foot ) 106(Turned to tap) 109(Progress in plant hammer )
111(Inclined to fly type) 111(The single whip the potential) 113(Does)
114(Step backwards through ) 116The fourth stage 117(Virtual step pressure
palm) 117(Independent drag palm ) 118(On the \"ma bu\" or horse stance just
look ) 119(Turn and large stroke ) 121(Take step escape to play ) 124(The
hall of the potential ) 124(Shangbu dipper) 126(Step backwards across the
tiger ) 127(Turn round and put lotus ) 130(A bow shot a tiger ) 132(Take
the left tails) 134(Cross the hand) 138(Collect the potential ) 139 The
first part of taijiquan exercise The basis of taijiquan exercise Walking, the
shape of the hand Taijiquan contains the shape of the hand, walk a lot. The shape of the hand
(1)Boxing, tai chi chuan \"siping boxing\", i.e., material type natural curl into a fist,(2)Zhang: five
fingers spread out, palm inside laogong point slightly concave into, 3 Hook: \"Round tick
\"  Step type Lunges:Bend:Virtual stepThe side Fourth step: Half a
stance: Independent step Take step:  Pile method of practice  Objective:
body, pranayama and adjustable.Content: the four kinds of pile method, coherent, static pile can
stand 1 ~ 2 minutes: regulated can repeat 3-5 times. 1.The promise of pileThe
infinite pile (static)Methods: feet together, knees natural straight, arms natural prolapse stick to
side of thigh: body is turn to keep. 2.Mixed yuan pile (action)Methods: heavy
core moves to the right, his left foot by the heel, the sole of his foot to the left in the transition to
tiptoe slowly lift open step, with his right foot parallel to the shoulder width apart, a tiptoe,
excessive feet slowly down to the heel.Between the center of gravity to move back to feet arms
slowly arm and shoulder are the same as high, the same as wide, palm down, visual
ahead.    Knee slightly squats, hands fall slowly to the belly of money at the same time
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The book by ALEC KRISTEN has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 2 people have provided feedback.
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